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Sub: Report on Google Developers Educator Program Workshop on "Machine Learning

for Web Development" - reg.

Date of Worksh op: 11.08.2023

Location: Sir M Visvesvaraya Audio Visual tiall, SCE, Anekal.

With respect to the above sub.iect, The Workshop on Machine Learning for Web

Development was an exhilarating journey into the intersection of rwo dynamic fields -

machine learning and web development. As the facilitator of this workshop, I had the

opportunity to guide students through an exploration of how machine learning
techniques can enhance user experiences and drive innovation in web applications to
bridging the Gap between Data and User Experience.

The workshop began with an engaging introduction, setting the context for the merging
of machine learning and web devclopment. I discussed how data-driven insights can

transfbrm the way users interact with websitcs, leading to personalized experiences

and improved decision-making-'l'his served as a foundation for students to understand

the significance of intcgrating machine iearning concepts into web development
projects.

I delved into the basics of machine learning, ensuring that students had a solid grasp of
fundamental concepts. From supervised and unsupervised learning to classification and
regression, I demystified the terminology and explained how these techniques could be

applied to real-world scenarios in web development. Transitioning into the core theme
of the workshop, explored various ways machine learning can be integrated into web
development projects. I covered recommendation systems for personalized content
delivery, sentiment analysis for user feedbacl<, and image recognition for enhanced

visual expericnces. Students were excited to see how these technologies could be

leveraged to create morc engaging and user-ccntric weh applications.

Interactive demonstrations showcased the power of machine learning algorithms in
action. From real-time text analysis to image recognition, students wrtnessed how these

technologies can transfbrm user expcrienccs.

Regular feedback sessions ensured that students'queries were addressed promptly.

Additionally, networking breaks provided opportunities for students to connect, share

ideas, and discuss potential collaborations.
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The Workshop on Machine Learning for Web Development proved to be an enriching

experience for both students and myseli Witnessing the students' enthusiasm as they

bridged the gap between machine learning and web development was truly gratifuing.

As technology continues to evolvc, this workshop served as a stepping stone for
students to create innovative web applicatrons that not only deliver exceptional user

experiences but also harness thc powcr of d ata -d rive n insights.

As a facilitator, the workshop underscored the importance of continuous learning,

adaptability, and creativity in today's rapidly evolving technological landscape. It was a
reminder that the fusion of diverse disciplines can lead to ground breaking solutions,
and lam excited to see how the students apply their newfound l<nowledge in their
future endeavours at the crossroads of machine learning and web development.

My deep sense of gratitude to Mr. Ghanashyam S and Google Developers Educator
Program India for providing such a wonderful platform to share my experience with all
the relevant content to enrich my students in this field.

Personally I thank my management, Principal Dr. B Shadaksharappa, my fellow
colleagues and my dear students for this opportunity.

This is fbr your kind in[ormation and needlul.

Thanking you,

Yours Sincerely,

Is ivaprak hc)
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Snapshot of the Program

Machine Learning for
Web Developerstr
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